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Abstract: Learning Management Systems provide teachers with many functionalities to offer materi-
als to students, interact with them and manage their courses. Recognizing teachers’ instructing styles
from their course designs would allow recommendations and best practices to be made. We propose
a method that determines teaching style in an unsupervised way from the course structure and use
patterns. We define a course classification approach based on deep learning and clustering. We first
use an autoencoder to reduce the dimensionality of the input data, while extracting the most impor-
tant characteristics; thus, we obtain a latent representation of the courses. We then apply clustering
techniques to the latent data to group courses based on their use patterns. The results show that this
technique improves the clustering performance while avoiding the manual data pre-processing work.
Furthermore, the obtained model defines seven course typologies that are clearly related to different
use patterns of Learning Management Systems.

Keywords: autoencoders; clustering; deep learning; educational data mining; learning management
system; unsupervised learning

1. Introduction

Learning Management Systems (LMS) are increasingly being integrated into tradi-
tional universities as a complement to face-to-face teaching. These systems provide teachers
with many resources and utilities to offer materials to students, interact with them, and
manage their courses. In the same way that some researchers have aimed to detect students’
learning profiles from their behavior to provide appropriate recommendations and improve
academic achievement [1,2], detecting teachers’ instructing styles from their course designs
would allow for recommendations and best practices to be provided. However, a literature
review suggests that a research gap exists in the fields of learning analytics and educational
data mining from the perspective of teachers [3–5].

With the assistance of an intelligent LMS that analyses teaching style from course
structure and LMS use patterns, teachers could improve the design of their courses [5]. This
improvement is expected to directly impact the learning process and students’ outcomes
and satisfaction [6]. On the other hand, many national teacher accreditation systems
are based on teaching quality programs that evaluate competence in technology-based
learning. Therefore, universities need to certify the use of LMSs by teachers. Currently,
this task is carried out manually by experts or with overly basic metrics based on the
presence or absence of LMS activity. It would be interesting to be able to automatize this
certification process.

We see the process of defining teaching styles from LMS data as an unsupervised prob-
lem. Supervised methods require a significant quantity of well-labeled training datasets
created by significant manual feature engineering efforts [7]. It is very hard to obtain
labeled data in this context. In addition, as there is not a generally accepted model of
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online teaching styles [8,9], it is unfeasible for experts to assign meaningful labels to online
courses [10]. Even unsupervised methods require some important manual data engineering
in the phase of data pre-processing and transformation. In our previous work on LMS
course clustering [11], we lost information in the processes of reducing the dimensional-
ity and discretizing the input features into only three bins (low, medium and high). We
grouped in the same bin values that could have fuzzy limits. In the process of reducing
dimensionality, the discarding of some dimensions inevitably led to the loss of informa-
tion. Thus, the primary problem to be solved is how to obtain a low-dimensional model
while keeping the most important characteristics of the original data. Motivated by these
limitations, as well as by recent work on deep learning techniques, we propose a course
classification approach based on deep learning and clustering.

Deep neural networks outperform linear models in many tasks. For unsupervised
learning, one recent approach is the use of autoencoders, which provides an informative
representation of the data that can be used, for example, for effective clustering [7,12].

Autoencoders are a type of neural network where the input is the same as the out-
put [13]. They are an unsupervised learning technique. Thus, they can be trained with
unlabeled data. The autoencoders have two main components: an encoder and a decoder
(see Figure 1). The output of the encoder is a latent (or semantic) representation of the
input, usually of a lower dimension. The decoder can reconstruct the input using that
lower-dimensional representation. Then, autoencoders allow for the dimensions of the
input data to be reduced, while extracting their main characteristics.
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Typical applications of autoencoders include dimensionality reduction [13] and feature
extraction [12,14]. Traditional ways to reduce the dimensionality of large datasets are
removing variables with a high correlation and/or a high number of missing values, as
well as using PCA (Principal Components Analysis). Autoencoders have been shown to be
better than PCA as a tool for dimensionality reduction [15–17], although they may involve
more computation time and resources than PCA [18]. In fact, autoencoders have also been
shown to be better than PCA as a tool for capturing the natural data structure in clustering
and obtaining well-defined clustering structures [19]. Other studies have also shown that
dimensionality reduction through deep neural networks allows the use of more scalable
classification systems while maintaining or improving the accuracy [20,21].

Autoencoders are being used in different fields. For example, Deep Convolutional
Autoencoders are used for the unsupervised clustering of seismic data [7], obtaining pre-
cisions comparable to those achieved by supervised methods but without the need for
labeled data, manual feature engineering and large training sets. In addition, variational
autoencoders are used to learn a latent data representation that captures the natural cluster-
ing of bank customers’ data according to creditworthiness [19]. In addition, autoencoders
are successfully used for dimensionality reduction prior to applying k-means clustering to
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functional magnetic resonance imaging data [22]. In the literature, there are many other
examples of a successful unsupervised approach with autoencoders [23–26].

In the field of learning analytics, neural networks have mainly been used in supervised
problems for predicting students’ performance, dropout rates and mood [27–33], as well as
for classifying students according to a well-known learning style model [1,34]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work on latent representations of LMS
courses using autoencoders or any other deep learning architecture.

We first use an autoencoder that learns the latent representation of LMS courses
(defined as the course structure together with the users’ interactions). We then apply the
latent data to clustering techniques to group courses based on their use patterns. That is, the
autoencoder extracts features automatically from input course data and reduces the features’
dimensions. The new dimension-reduced data are used for clustering instead of the original
data, with the hypothesis of improving clustering performance compared to that obtained
with manual preprocessing [11]. Therefore, in the problem of modelling course typologies
according to LMS use, we aim to answer to the following research questions:

• RQ1: Is it possible to avoid the manual data pre-processing work?
• RQ2: Is it possible to improve the clustering performance by reducing dimensionality

using deep learning instead of manually transforming data?
• RQ3: Do we obtain a well-defined clustering structure when we start from the la-

tent space?

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe
the context and the data mining process implemented in this study, along with the methods
used. Next, the results of this study and their analyses are presented. Finally, the last
section contains the outcomes and insights regarding future work.

2. Materials and Methods

This section contains a description of the methodology used in this research.
A flow diagram of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 2. It consists of the

following steps:

• Logs acquisition;
• Data preprocessing;
• Dimensionality reduction;
• Classification.
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We used a MySQL database engine for data collection from the educational environ-
ment. In addition, we chose R for data processing and as a data mining tool, since we
have used it in our previous tasks, and it also offers a wide variety of packages for deep
learning [35]. We built the autoencoder using the Keras API in R [36].

2.1. Logs Acquisition

A preliminary phase in the data mining process is data collection. Data were collected
from the Moodle LMS corresponding to the virtual campus of a face-to-face university
for the 2015–2016 academic year. These data included approximately 2 million records of
log-data. For each course, we registered actions and resources about teaching and learning
activities of all participants (teachers and students). We used SQL scripts to create a
summary table of courses with aggregated information about users and activity indicators.

2.2. Data Preprocessing

We collected data about all official face-to-face courses that have corresponding virtual
courses in Moodle. An LMS is used as optional support in face-to-face classes. Each teacher
decides how to use the virtual campus, resulting in a variety of uses.

In the first preprocessing stage, courses without students and empty courses were
eliminated, leaving a total of 3303 pre-selected courses. Then, we identified the cases with
interesting information to maximize efficiency and validity [37]. We selected all cases that
met a predetermined criterion of importance, including courses with at least five students
enrolled (since this is the minimum number of students required for an optional course
to be taught, according to the Academic Management Regulation of the target university).
Finally, 3046 courses were selected. We decided to leave in courses with very low use of
the LMS to check if the analysis itself could detect them, which is different from other
studies [38,39]. The described preprocessing is common to our previous study [11].

In addition to course filtering, we transformed and selected the variables to conduct a
sound analysis of Moodle usage patterns. A Moodle course can integrate and configure
resources (such as files, links, labels), activities (such as forums, assignments, quizzes,
glossaries, workshops, wikis) as well as management tools (such as the event calendar
and the gradebook) [40]. From these data, 17 numerical variables were selected to count
resources, activities and actions, as indicated in Table 1. All variables about students’
interactions were normalized to the number of students enrolled in the course. The role
of the actor for the recorded data is also shown. For example, resources and activities are
uploaded and created by teachers, while students are responsible for submissions and
views. We grouped together data on resources and some activities of very limited use, as
detailed in our previous study [11].

Table 1. Description of numerical variables.

Variable Name Counted Data Role

Resources Resources (html, pdf documents) Teacher
ResourceViews Resource views or downloads Student

Forums Discussion forums Teacher
ForumNews Teachers’ forum posts Teacher

ForumInteractions Students’ forum views and posts Student
Assigns Assignments Teacher

AssignSubmissions Assignment submissions Student
Quizzes Quizzes Teacher

QuizSubmissions Quiz submissions Student
AdvActivities Advanced activities Teacher

AdvActivitySubmissions Advanced activity submissions Student
GradeItems Gradebook items Teacher

GradeFeedbacks Feedbacks of gradebooks Teacher
GradeAdvanced Manual or calculated gradebook items Teacher
BasicInteractions Entries (glossary, database, chat) Student

Feedbacks Feedback activities (surveys) Teacher
CalendarEvents Manual calendar events Teacher
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2.3. Dimensionality Reduction

From the course summary table with the 17 variables that describe the activity of the
courses, we used autoencoders to reduce the dimensionality and facilitate the analysis.
This is where we tried to improve the methods used in our previous study, where we
had to pre-process data by (1) pre-selecting the features of interest, avoiding correlations
and low-variance features across samples, and (2) discretizing data using K-means cluster-
ing [11]. These techniques reduce the complexity of the data and make the analysis easier
to understand; however, they suffer from a significant loss of information.

With autoencoders, when we select a number of bottleneck layer nodes that is smaller
than the number of original input nodes, we obtain a compressed representation of the
input. Therefore, we obtain the desired effect of dimensionality reduction [41]. Thus, the
dimension of the latent representation (bottleneck layer, see Figure 1) is one of the main
parameters to be set for autoencoders in dimensionality reduction. For clustering, lower
dimensionality can lead to a lower clustering accuracy due to a higher reconstruction error.
There is not a rule for the choice, so empirical approaches are typically used [7].

To build the autoencoder, other parameters that must be defined are the number
of layers or depth for the encoder and decoder, the number of nodes per layer and the
loss function (or distance between the compressed representation of the data and the
decompressed representation). We must choose these parameters carefully so that the
model does not become overfitted; that is, the dimension of the latent representation should
be low enough to let the autoencoder learn useful and meaningful characteristics of the
input data.

We implemented a fully connected symmetric autoencoder with 4 dense layers (see
Figure 3). The number of nodes in each layer, as well as the activation function, were
chosen to minimize reconstruction errors. We found the best option to be 11 nodes for the
first hidden layer and 6 nodes for the low-dimensional layer (latent space). Moreover, the
encoder and decoder used Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) as the activation function and
were trained using the Mean Squared Error as the loss function.
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2.4. Clustering

To obtain knowledge from the data and to classify courses, we applied clustering
using the K-means algorithm, chosen because of its simplicity, fast convergence and its
ease of understanding and visualization [42]. Moreover, it is not necessary to discretize the
input values with the consequent loss of information as in other methods, such as LCA
(Latent Class Analysis) [43].
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The first step to build clusters is to choose the K-value or the number of classes. The sil-
houette coefficient, gap statistic, elbow method and Canopy are good methods to determine
the optimal number of clusters for K-means and provide good results [44]. Subsequently,
we measured the performance of the clusters through the following two measures: homo-
geneity and heterogeneity. The objective is to obtain clusters with low variability within
clusters (homogeneity) and a high degree of separation between them (heterogeneity). We
used the average distance between clusters as a measure of heterogeneity and the average
distance within clusters as a measure of homogeneity [45].

2.5. Research Ethics

In learning analytics, the main ethical issues are related to data ownership and student
privacy [46], with the protection of privacy being one of the fundamental values and rights
on which ethical artificial intelligence is based [47]. In this study, all human participants’
data were fully anonymized before we accessed them. However, in some cases, course
identifiers could reveal information about the identity of teachers and students. Therefore,
course identifiers were re-codified to minimize possible ethical issues. Since the unit of
analysis was the course, there was no potential problem of student identification in this
study. In any case, student anonymity was always preserved by removing all personal iden-
tifiers from the data. In addition, we did not collect any sensitive data such as racial origin,
religious beliefs or health data (according to the Spanish Law of Personal Data Protection).

3. Results and Discussion

As expected, when reducing dimensionality, smaller sizes led to higher reconstruction
errors. We empirically found an optimal value for the bottleneck layer that is lower than the
dimension obtained from manual data transformation [11]. The autoencoder reduced the
input dimension to six features in the latent space, while our previous hand-transformed
set consisted of nine variables. As previously mentioned, the defined encoder contains
dense layers and the leaky ReLU activation function, and its output layer defines a latent
vector size with six nodes. We trained the model for 5000 epochs and calculated the loss
and accuracy for each epoch to confirm that it converged. Figure 4 shows loss and accuracy
vs. epoch. We can observe that the model converged and how well the autoencoder could
reconstruct its input.

From the six latent features, we applied K-means to obtain the different clusters. For
this, we determined the optimal number of classes. We calculated the silhouette coefficient
and gap statistic, obtaining seven as the optimal number of clusters with both methods.
Figure 5 shows the seven different clusters after applying K-means from the six latent
(hidden) features in a 2D space.

Once the seven clusters were obtained, we analyzed them to interpretate the obtained
results. For this purpose, we studied these seven classes in relation to the users’ activity
variables described in Table 1, and we checked if it was possible to define a course typology
based on these results. Figures 6 and 7 show the normalized mean value of the variables
associated with the teachers’ and students’ activity, respectively. From these results, seven
different course typologies were established. Class 2 corresponds to courses with low use
of Moodle or inactive courses (type I or Inactive). Class 6 corresponds to courses whose
main activities are students viewing content and teachers sending announcements to the
forum. In these courses, teachers use the platform as an informative medium or a Web
repository (type R or Repository).

Classes 3, 4 and 7 are courses with static content and the use of evaluation based
on task assignments. The main difference is that Class 3 matches courses that also have
a high use of discussion forums and teacher–student communication, showing a more
communicative profile (type C or Communicative). Class 4 has a greater use of assignments
and evaluative elements such as manual gradebook items (type E or Evaluative). Class 7, in
turn, has a high number of entries in the calendar and in the gradebook; this suggests that
the teachers use Moodle as an organizing element and class planner (type P or Planner).
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On the other hand, Class 1 corresponds to courses with a mixed use of Moodle tools;
these are courses with large amounts of content, forums and assignments, combined with
quizzes and evaluative elements (type B or Balanced). Finally, Class 5 consists of courses
with very high and wide use of all types of activities on Moodle, including advanced
activities (type V or adVanced).

Table 2 shows a summary of the seven course typologies described previously, indicat-
ing their main features.

At first, we can observe that these seven classes are similar to the six typologies defined
in our previous study [11], although some types have disappeared (like Submission -S) and
there are new types. Our aim is to see if there is any connection between them. Figure 8
represents a mosaic plot, where we can visually compare the different groups and obtain
a general idea of how they are related to each other. We can observe that the adVanced
courses were previously classified as B because the variable associated with advanced
activities had been eliminated in the preprocessing of the data, since it was zero in most
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courses. Something similar occurs with the Planner courses, which were not present in the
previous study when removing the CalendarEvents variable and were spread out across
different classes. On the other hand, the Inactive class mainly corresponds to Inactive
courses in the previous work, although it also includes some courses previously classified
as Submission. The classes Repository, Evaluative, Communicative and Balanced had a
more diffuse relationship with the previous classification. Analyzing some of these courses,
we observed that some of the variables were near the thresholds separating one class from
the other.
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In our previous study [11], we removed features with a high correlation and/or low
variability of values. We discarded information and lost classes, such as the typology
described as “Planner course”. Moreover, we discretized the variables in three levels (low,
medium, high). That is, we lost information about the real values. This led to some values
not being properly considered when being on the threshold between one level and another.
Some of these shortcomings may be overcome with this new analysis technique.
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Table 2. Description of course typologies.

Typology Description

Inactive—I Low use of Moodle
Repository—R Content and news

Communicative—C Content, assignments and teacher–student interactions
Evaluative—E Content, assignments and evaluative elements

Planner—P Content, assignments and very high use of calendar events
Balanced—B Heavy and balanced use of Moodle tools
adVanced—V High and wide use of Moodle tools, including advanced tools
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To validate the new analysis, we measured the homogeneity and heterogeneity (as
the average distance within clusters and between clusters [45], respectively) to analyze the
performance of clusters in relation to the previous work [11].

Table 3 shows the results obtained. We can observe how K-means with autoencoders
provides the best value for both homogeneity (the lowest value is the best) and heterogene-
ity (the highest value is the best). That is, it offers the most homogeneous clusters, and it is
the most effective in separating clusters.

Table 3. Analysis of cluster performance: autoencoder vs. manual preprocessing. Adapted from Ref. [11].

Method Homogeneity Heterogeneity

K-means + Autoencoders 0.5354 2.2339
K-means + Manual Preprocessing 0.6548 2.0887

LCA + Manual Preprocessing 0.8097 2.2049

4. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes a method to infer a typology model of courses out of the use
of the LMS by teachers and students. We have used an autoencoder to obtain a latent
representation of LMS courses and perform clustering in the latent space instead of the
input data space, avoiding the complex manual data pre-processing (answering RQ1)
and improving clustering performance (answering RQ2), with more homogeneous and
differenced clusters than those obtained with manual pre-processing. Moreover, we have
obtained seven typologies of courses that fit the following seven well-defined usage pat-
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terns: Inactive, Repository, Communicative, Evaluative, Planner, Balanced and adVanced
(answering RQ3).

A limitation of this work is that we used empirical approaches to select the different
parameters of autoencoders (activation function, loss function, number of hidden lay-
ers, etc.). The use of metaheuristic hyperparameter optimizers may improve the results.
In a future work, we plan to iteratively fine-tune the deep network parameters for latent
space optimization and an improvement of the clustering effectiveness [7]. We also plan to
include in the autoencoder constraints about the distance between latent data and cluster
centers to obtain a more stable and compact representation, which is more suitable for clus-
tering, as suggested by some authors [7,41]. In addition, we could compare the efficiency
of different types of autoencoders, such as denoising autoencoders [48,49], contractive
autoencoders [12] or sparse autoencoders [50,51].

Finally, we would like to exploit the potential of multimodal data [52], as suggested
from a systematic review [3], for example, by including teachers’ psychological and context
data, as well as self-reported data, to provide feedback to the classification system. In
addition to enriching the deep learning system, we will try to engage teachers in the
learning analytics process. This is one of the last challenges identified by the learning
analytics research community [53].
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